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- inclusion one additional exclusion criteria: sample size had to be > 200 survivors
- exclusion of beverages for more clear focus of systematic review
- inclusion of dietary indices and grain products as an exposure
- inclusion of cancer recurrence as an outcome
(these adjustments had influence on the outcome, exposure and search terms of the
systematic review and were therefore adjusted accordingly)

Funding sources
No
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Research question
The aim of this study was to conduct a structured summary and evaluation of randomised
controlled trials and observational studies addressing the relationship between the highest
versus the lowest intake of dietary patterns/indices and foods of the main food groups and
mortality and cancer recurrence amongst groups of survivors of common cancers with a
ten-year survival rate of at least 50%.

PICO model
Population: cancer survivors
Intervention/exposure: dietary patterns/indices and foods from the main food groups
Comparator/control: highest versus lowest intake
Outcome: mortality (overall, cancer-specific, and death from other causes) and cancer
recurrence
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METHODS
Database search
 Pubmed / Medline (1966 - May 2017)
 Embase (1980 – May 2017)
 Cochrane Library (1993 – May 2017)
Additional search
Reference tracking of included and related articles, systematic reviews and meta-analyses

Study types
Inclusion criteria
 Randomized Controlled Trials
 Cross-sectional studies
 Cohort studies - retrospective & longitudinal
 Case-control (including follow-up of cases)
Exclusion criteria
 Animal studies
 In vitro studies
 Gene-nutrient interaction studies

Population / participants
Inclusion criteria
 Adult population, at least 18 years of age (both men and women)
 Survivors of common cancers with a ten-year survival of at least 50% including
bladder, bowel, breast, cervical, kidney, laryngeal, prostate, testicular, uterine
cancer, malignant melanoma, and (non-)Hodgkin lymphoma
Exclusion criteria
 Pre-cancerous conditions of other cancer types
 Combination of different types of cancers

Study characteristics
Exclusion criteria
 Sample size of at least 200 survivors in the analysis
[http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/hsem20/current]
 Follow-up period of at least 4 years (the risk of cancer recurrence is the greatest
within the first three years for most included cancers)
[http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/what-is-cancer/why-some-cancerscome-back]
 Adjustments had to be made for at least age, tumour characteristics (stage/grade),
and preferably initial treatment, in the statistical analysis
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Exposure / intervention
Dietary patterns/indices and foods from the main food groups including:
(I)
Dietary patterns that were considered were assessed by index-based methods
and data-driven approaches, such as principal component analysis (factor
analysis) and cluster analysis
(II)
fruit and vegetables including citrus fruits, stone fruits, soft fruits, fleshy fruits,
vine fruits, flower vegetables, leafy vegetables, stem vegetables, fruit
vegetables, mushrooms, bulbs and roots;
(III) grain foods including potatoes, bread, rice, pasta and cereal;
(IV) protein foods including meat (processed meat, unprocessed meat, red meat,
poultry), fish, eggs, tofu, nuts, seeds, pulses, legumes and beans;
(V)
dairy and alternative products including yoghurt, milk, cheese;
(VI) oils and spreads including vegetable oils, spreads

Comparators / control
Highest compared to lowest intake category of dietary patterns/indices and foods from the
main food groups described under exposure
Outcomes
Primary outcomes
Overall mortality, cancer-specific mortality, death from other causes, and cancer
recurrence
Secondary outcomes
None
Analysis (consideration of a meta-analysis besides a systematic review)
We expect diversity in pre- and post-diagnosis dietary patterns/indice and foods, as well as
the different cancers, and therefore decided to only consider comparable studies (same
timeframe pre- or post-diagnosis and same cancer type) for meta-analysis. If more than
75% of the review will not have 3 or more studies that can be pooled under these
conditions, only a systematic review and no meta-analysis will be conducted.
Article selection
Inclusion criteria
 Investigate the associations between dietary patterns/indices and foods, and
mortality and cancer recurrence in survivors of primary cancer
 Report a measure of the effect/association of the exposure on the outcomes
 The duration of the exposure/intervention had to be recorded as well as the time
between exposure assessment / intervention and outcome assessment
 Diet and lifestyle modifications/changes consequent on the disease or its treatment
will not be included
 Present results of primary and secondary analysis
 Present results for any of the following outcomes:
• Overall mortality
• Cancer-specific mortality
• Death from other causes
• Cancer recurrence
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 Original articles published in peer-reviewed journals
 Articles written in the English language
Exclusion criteria
 Systematic reviews, meta-analysis
 Reviews, comments, letters, conference abstracts
Data extraction
The data extraction will be performed independently by two of the authors (Sylvia Jochems
and Frits van Osch) and any disagreements about study inclusion will be resolved through
consensus or, if necessary, a third party (Rik Bryan).
Information to extract from studies: Author, Study, Country, Number of participants, sex,
age, follow-up period, exposure, exposure timeframe, exposure assessment, outcome,
results (HR/RR and 95% CI), adjustments in the statistical analysis.
Statistical significance tests used in individual studies
The authors of this review would like to note that results from the individual studies
described as ‘not associated with mortality or cancer recurrence’, are mostly based on
statistical significance tests with the focus on traditional definitions of p-values and
statistical significance on null hypotheses. Notwithstanding, it is our believe that a correct
interpretation of statistical tests demands critical examining the sizes of effect estimates
and confidence limits, p-values, and the assumptions and conventions used for the
statistical analyses.
Tools for assessing Risk of Bias and Level of Quality
The Cochrane Collaboration risk of bias assessment tools were used for appraisal of
RCTs and cohort studies. For RCTs the RoB 2.0 tool (a revised tool for risk of bias in
randomized trials) will be used to evaluate the risk of bias. Cohort studies will be evaluated
with an adjusted version of the ROBINS-I tool [http://methods.cochrane.org/bias/risk-biasnon-randomized-studies-interventions].
Levels
of
quality
were
determined
with
the
GRADE
system
[http://handbook.cochrane.org/chapter_12/12_2_1_the_grade_approach.htm].
General search terms in Pubmed
1. Searching for all studies relating to cancer and survival:
Neoplasms, neoplasm staging, neoplasm recurrence local, neoplasia, tumours,
cancer, survivors, survival analysis, recurrence, mortality, survival rate, disease
management
2. Searching for all studies relating to dietary modification:
Foods from the main food groups, dietary indices, dietary patterns
3. Selecting randomised control trials:
Randomized controlled trial, random allocation, double blind method, single-blind
method, clinical trial
4. Selecting cohort studies: epidemiologic studies, cohort studies, follow-up studies,
longitudinal studies, prospective studies, retrospective studies
5. Additional filters: English language, human, full text
These search terms will be adapted for use in the Ovid database (EMBASE and the
Cochrane library).
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Specific search terms per cancer site in Pubmed
The search strategy will be adapted for use in EMBASE and the Cochrane Library
1. Searching for all studies relating to bladder cancer:
(“urinary bladder neoplasms”[Mesh] OR “urinary bladder neoplasm*” OR “bladder cancer*”
OR “bladder tumor*” OR “bladder tumour*”) AND (“mortalit*” OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR
“death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR “recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh]
OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR “survival analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh]
OR “proportional hazards models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR
“survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR “diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet,
Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet, vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy
intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR
“dietary fat*” OR “dietary carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR
“nutrition*” OR “food*” OR “fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh]
OR “vegetable*” OR “brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red
meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*” OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR
“turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR
“dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee” OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible
grain”[Mesh] OR “whole grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”)
NOT (“DNA-Binding Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling
Peptides
and
Proteins”[Mesh]
OR
"Chromosomes,
Human"[Mesh]
OR
"Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh] OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND
("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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2. Searching for all studies relating to breast cancer:
(“breast neoplasms/diet therapy”[Mesh] OR “breast neoplasms/mortality”[Mesh] OR
“breast neoplasms/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “mammary neoplasm*” OR “breast
neoplasm*” OR “mammary cancer*” OR “breast cancer*” OR “breast carcinoma*” OR
“human mammary carcinoma*” OR “breast tumor*” OR “breast tumour*”) AND (“mortalit*”
OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR “recurrence”[Mesh] OR
“surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR “survival
analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional hazards models”[Mesh] OR
“kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR “diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary
pattern*” OR “diet, Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet, vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet,
Western”[Mesh] OR “energy intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie
diet” OR “low fat diet” OR “dietary fat*” OR “dietary carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR
“dietary protein*” OR “nutrition*” OR “food*” OR “fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*”
OR “vegetables”[Mesh] OR “vegetable*” OR “brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR
“meat”[Mesh] OR “red meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*” OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR
“poultry” OR “chicken” OR “turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR
“shellfish” OR “seafood” OR “dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee” OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR
“egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible grain”[Mesh] OR “whole grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR
“bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”) NOT (“DNA-Binding Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh]
OR “Intercellular Signaling Peptides and Proteins”[Mesh] OR "Chromosomes,
Human"[Mesh] OR "Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh] OR "In Situ Hybridization,
Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND ("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND English[lang] AND
"adult"[MeSH Terms])
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3. Searching for all studies relating to cervical cancer:
(“uterine
cervical
neoplasms/diet
therapy”[Mesh]
OR
“uterine
cervical
neoplasms/mortality”[Mesh] OR “uterine cervical neoplasms/prevention and control”[Mesh]
OR “uterine cervical neoplasm*” OR “cervical cancer*” OR “cervical neoplasm*”) AND
(“mortalit*” OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR
“recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR
“survival analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional hazards
models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR
“diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet, Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet,
vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric
restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR “dietary fat*” OR “dietary
carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR “nutrition*” OR “food*” OR
“fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh] OR “vegetable*” OR
“brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*”
OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR “turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish
products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR “dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee”
OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible grain”[Mesh] OR “whole
grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”) NOT (“DNA-Binding
Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling Peptides and
Proteins”[Mesh] OR "Chromosomes, Human"[Mesh] OR "Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh]
OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND ("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND
English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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4. Searching for all studies relating to bowel cancer:
(“colorectal neoplasms/diet therapy”[Mesh] OR “colorectal neoplasms/mortality”[Mesh] OR
“colorectal neoplasms/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “colorectal neoplasm*” OR
“colorectal cancer*” OR “colorectal tumor*” OR “colorectal tumour*”) AND (“mortalit*” OR
“mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR “recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*”
OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR “survival analysis”[Mesh] OR
“survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional hazards models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR
“cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR “diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet,
Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet, vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy
intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR
“dietary fat*” OR “dietary carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR
“nutrition*” OR “food*” OR “fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh]
OR “vegetable*” OR “brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red
meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*” OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR
“turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR
“dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee” OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible
grain”[Mesh] OR “whole grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”)
NOT (“DNA-Binding Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling
Peptides
and
Proteins”[Mesh]
OR
"Chromosomes,
Human"[Mesh]
OR
"Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh] OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND
("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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5. Searching for all studies relating to Hodgkin lymphoma:
(“Hodgkin disease/diet therapy”[Mesh] OR “Hodgkin disease/mortality”[Mesh] OR “Hodgkin
disease/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “Hodgkin disease” OR “Hodgkin Lymphoma”
OR “Malignant Lymphogranuloma*” OR “Hodgkin lymphoma” OR “nodular lymphocyte
predominant Hodgkin's lymphoma” OR “nodular sclerosing Hodgkin's lymphoma” OR
“lymphocyte rich classical Hodgkin's lymphoma” OR “mixed cellularity Hodgkin's
lymphoma”) AND (“mortalit*” OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR
“recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR
“survival analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional hazards
models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR
“diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet, Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet,
vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric
restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR “dietary fat*” OR “dietary
carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR “nutrition*” OR “food*” OR
“fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh] OR “vegetable*” OR
“brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*”
OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR “turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish
products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR “dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee”
OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible grain”[Mesh] OR “whole
grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”) NOT (“DNA-Binding
Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling Peptides and
Proteins”[Mesh] OR "Chromosomes, Human"[Mesh] OR "Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh]
OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND ("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND
English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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6. Searching for all studies relating to non-Hodgkin lymphoma:
(“lymphoma,
non-Hodgkin/diet
therapy”[Mesh]
OR
“lymphoma,
nonHodgkin/mortality”[Mesh] OR “lymphoma, non-Hodgkin/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR
“lymphoma, non-Hodgkin” OR “nonhodgkins lymphoma” OR “non-Hodgkins lymphoma”)
AND (“mortalit*” OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR
“recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR
“survival analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional hazards
models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR
“diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet, Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet,
vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric
restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR “dietary fat*” OR “dietary
carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR “nutrition*” OR “food*” OR
“fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh] OR “vegetable*” OR
“brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*”
OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR “turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish
products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR “dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee”
OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible grain”[Mesh] OR “whole
grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”) NOT (“DNA-Binding
Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling Peptides and
Proteins”[Mesh] OR "Chromosomes, Human"[Mesh] OR "Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh]
OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND ("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND
English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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7. Searching for all studies relating to kidney cancer:
(“Kidney Neoplasms/diet therapy”[Mesh] OR “Kidney Neoplasms/mortality”[Mesh] OR
“Kidney Neoplasms/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “Kidney Neoplasm*” OR “Renal
Neoplasm*” OR “Kidney Cancer*”) AND (“mortalit*” OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR
“death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR “recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh]
OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR “survival analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh]
OR “proportional hazards models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR
“survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR “diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet,
Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet, vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy
intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR
“dietary fat*” OR “dietary carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR
“nutrition*” OR “food*” OR “fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh]
OR “vegetable*” OR “brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red
meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*” OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR
“turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR
“dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee” OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible
grain”[Mesh] OR “whole grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”)
NOT (“DNA-Binding Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling
Peptides
and
Proteins”[Mesh]
OR
"Chromosomes,
Human"[Mesh]
OR
"Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh] OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND
("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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8. Searching for all studies relating to larynx cancer:
(“laryngeal neoplasms/diet therapy”[Mesh] OR “laryngeal neoplasms/mortality”[Mesh] OR
“laryngeal neoplasms/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “laryngeal neoplasm*” OR “larynx
cancer*” OR “larynx neoplasm*” OR “laryngeal cancer”) AND (“mortalit*” OR
“mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR “recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*”
OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR “survival analysis”[Mesh] OR
“survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional hazards models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR
“cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR “diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet,
Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet, vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy
intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR
“dietary fat*” OR “dietary carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR
“nutrition*” OR “food*” OR “fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh]
OR “vegetable*” OR “brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red
meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*” OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR
“turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR
“dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee” OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible
grain”[Mesh] OR “whole grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”)
NOT (“DNA-Binding Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling
Peptides
and
Proteins”[Mesh]
OR
"Chromosomes,
Human"[Mesh]
OR
"Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh] OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND
("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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9. Searching for all studies relating to multiple myeloma:
(“multiple myeloma/diet therapy”[Mesh] OR “multiple myeloma/mortality”[Mesh] OR
“multiple myeloma/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “multiple myeloma*” OR “plasma cell
myeloma*” OR “myelomatosis” OR “myelomatoses” OR “Kahler Disease” OR “myeloma
multiple”) AND (“mortalit*” OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR
“recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR
“survival analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional hazards
models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR
“diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet, Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet,
vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric
restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR “dietary fat*” OR “dietary
carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR “nutrition*” OR “food*” OR
“fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh] OR “vegetable*” OR
“brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*”
OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR “turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish
products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR “dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee”
OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible grain”[Mesh] OR “whole
grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”) NOT (“DNA-Binding
Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling Peptides and
Proteins”[Mesh] OR "Chromosomes, Human"[Mesh] OR "Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh]
OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND ("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND
English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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10. Searching for all studies relating to malignant melanoma:
("Melanoma/
diet
therapy”[Mesh]
OR
“Melanoma/mortality”[Mesh]
OR
“Melanoma/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “Malignant Melanoma*”) AND (“mortalit*”
OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR “recurrence”[Mesh] OR
“surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR “survival
analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional hazards models”[Mesh] OR
“kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR “diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary
pattern*” OR “diet, Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet, vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet,
Western”[Mesh] OR “energy intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie
diet” OR “low fat diet” OR “dietary fat*” OR “dietary carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR
“dietary protein*” OR “nutrition*” OR “food*” OR “fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*”
OR “vegetables”[Mesh] OR “vegetable*” OR “brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR
“meat”[Mesh] OR “red meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*” OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR
“poultry” OR “chicken” OR “turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR
“shellfish” OR “seafood” OR “dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee” OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR
“egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible grain”[Mesh] OR “whole grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR
“bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”) NOT (“DNA-Binding Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh]
OR “Intercellular Signaling Peptides and Proteins”[Mesh] OR "Chromosomes,
Human"[Mesh] OR "Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh] OR "In Situ Hybridization,
Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND ("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND English[lang] AND
"adult"[MeSH Terms])
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11. Searching for all studies relating to prostate cancer:
(“prostatic neoplasms/diet therapy”[Mesh] OR “prostatic neoplasms/mortality”[Mesh] OR
“prostatic neoplasms/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “prostate neoplasm*” OR
“prostatic neoplasm*” OR “prostate cancer*”) AND (“mortalit*” OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR
“death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR “recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh]
OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR “survival analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh]
OR “proportional hazards models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR
“survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR “diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet,
Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet, vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy
intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR
“dietary fat*” OR “dietary carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR
“nutrition*” OR “food*” OR “fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh]
OR “vegetable*” OR “brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red
meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*” OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR
“turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR
“dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee” OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible
grain”[Mesh] OR “whole grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”)
NOT (“DNA-Binding Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling
Peptides
and
Proteins”[Mesh]
OR
"Chromosomes,
Human"[Mesh]
OR
"Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh] OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND
("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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12. Searching for all studies relating to testicular cancer:
(“testicular neoplasms/diet therapy”[Mesh] OR “testicular neoplasms/mortality”[Mesh] OR
“testicular neoplasms/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “testicular neoplasm*” OR
“testicular tumor*” OR “testicular tumour*” OR “testis neoplasm*” OR “testis cancer*” OR
“testicular cancer*”) AND (“mortalit*” OR “mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR
“recurrence*” OR “recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*” OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free
survival”[Mesh] OR “survival analysis”[Mesh] OR “survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional
hazards models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR “cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*”
OR “diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet, Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet,
vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric
restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR “dietary fat*” OR “dietary
carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR “nutrition*” OR “food*” OR
“fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh] OR “vegetable*” OR
“brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*”
OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR “turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish
products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR “dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee”
OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible grain”[Mesh] OR “whole
grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”) NOT (“DNA-Binding
Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling Peptides and
Proteins”[Mesh] OR "Chromosomes, Human"[Mesh] OR "Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh]
OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND ("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND
English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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13. Searching for all studies relating to uterus cancer:
(“uterine neoplasms/diet therapy”[Mesh] OR “uterine neoplasms/mortality”[Mesh] OR
“uterine neoplasms/prevention and control”[Mesh] OR “uterus neoplasm*” OR “uterine
neoplasm*” OR “uterus cancer*” OR “uterine cancer*”) AND (“mortalit*” OR
“mortality”[Mesh] OR “death”[Mesh] OR “recurrence*” OR “recurrence”[Mesh] OR “surviv*”
OR “survival”[Mesh] OR “disease-free survival”[Mesh] OR “survival analysis”[Mesh] OR
“survival rate”[Mesh] OR “proportional hazards models”[Mesh] OR “kaplan-meier” OR
“cox” OR “survivors”[Mesh]) AND (“diet*” OR “diet”[Mesh] OR “dietary pattern*” OR “diet,
Mediterranean”[Mesh] OR “diet, vegetarian”[Mesh] OR “diet, Western”[Mesh] OR “energy
intake”[Mesh] OR “caloric restriction”[Mesh] OR “low calorie diet” OR “low fat diet” OR
“dietary fat*” OR “dietary carbohydrate*” OR “dietary fiber” OR “dietary protein*” OR
“nutrition*” OR “food*” OR “fruit”[Mesh] OR “fruit*” OR “citrus fruit*” OR “vegetables”[Mesh]
OR “vegetable*” OR “brassica” OR “cruciferous vegetable*” OR “meat”[Mesh] OR “red
meat”[Mesh] OR “meat*” OR “beef” OR “pork” OR “lamb” OR “poultry” OR “chicken” OR
“turkey” OR “duck” OR “fish products”[Mesh] OR “fish” OR “shellfish” OR “seafood” OR
“dairy” OR “milk” OR “ghee” OR “cheese” OR “ice cream” OR “egg*” OR “nut*” OR “edible
grain”[Mesh] OR “whole grains”[Mesh] OR “potato*” OR “bread” OR “cereal*” OR “rice*”)
NOT (“DNA-Binding Proteins”[Mesh] OR “Peptides”[Mesh] OR “Intercellular Signaling
Peptides
and
Proteins”[Mesh]
OR
"Chromosomes,
Human"[Mesh]
OR
"Immunohistochemistry"[Mesh] OR "In Situ Hybridization, Fluorescence"[Mesh]) AND
("humans"[MeSH Terms] AND English[lang] AND "adult"[MeSH Terms])
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The Risk Of Bias In Non-randomized Studies – of Interventions
(ROBINS-I) assessment tool
(version for cohort-type studies)
Version 19 September 2016

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0
International License.

ROBINS-I tool (Stage I): At protocol stage
Specify the review question
Participants
Experimental
intervention
Comparator
Outcomes
List the confounding domains relevant to all or most studies

List co-interventions that could be different between intervention groups and that could
impact on outcomes
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ROBINS-I tool (Stage II): For each study
Specify a target randomized trial specific to the study
Individually randomized / Cluster randomized / Matched (e.g. crossover)

Design
Participants
Experimental
intervention
Comparator



Is your aim for this study…?
to assess the effect of assignment to intervention
to assess the effect of starting and adhering to intervention

Specify the outcome
Specify which outcome is being assessed for risk of bias (typically from among those earmarked for
the Summary of Findings table). Specify whether this is a proposed benefit or harm of intervention.

Specify the numerical result being assessed
In case of multiple alternative analyses being presented, specify the numeric result (e.g. RR = 1.52
(95% CI 0.83 to 2.77) and/or a reference (e.g. to a table, figure or paragraph) that uniquely defines
the result being assessed.
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Preliminary consideration of confounders
Complete a row for each important confounding domain (i) listed in the review protocol; and (ii)
relevant to the setting of this particular study, or which the study authors identified as potentially
important.

“Important” confounding domains are those for which, in the context of this study, adjustment is expected
to lead to a clinically important change in the estimated effect of the intervention. “Validity” refers to
whether the confounding variable or variables fully measure the domain, while “reliability” refers to the
precision of the measurement (more measurement error means less reliability).

(i) Confounding domains listed in the review protocol
Confounding
domain

Measured
variable(s)

Is there evidence
that controlling for
this variable was
unnecessary?*

Is the confounding
domain measured
validly and
reliably by this
variable (or these
variables)?

Yes / No / No
information

OPTIONAL: Is
failure to adjust for
this variable
(alone) expected to
favour the
experimental
intervention or the
comparator?
Favour
experimental /
Favour comparator
/ No information

(ii) Additional confounding domains relevant to the setting of this particular study, or which
the study authors identified as important
Confounding
domain

Measured
variable(s)

Is there evidence
that controlling for
this variable was
unnecessary?*

Is the confounding
domain measured
validly and
reliably by this
variable (or these
variables)?

OPTIONAL: Is
failure to adjust for
this variable
(alone) expected to
favour the
experimental
intervention or the
21

comparator?
Yes / No / No
information

Favour
experimental /
Favour comparator
/ No information

* In the context of a particular study, variables can be demonstrated not to be confounders and so not included in the analysis: (a) if they are not
predictive of the outcome; (b) if they are not predictive of intervention; or (c) because adjustment makes no or minimal difference to the estimated
effect of the primary parameter. Note that “no statistically significant association” is not the same as “not predictive”.
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Preliminary consideration of co-interventions
Complete a row for each important co-intervention (i) listed in the review protocol; and (ii) relevant
to the setting of this particular study, or which the study authors identified as important.

“Important” co-interventions are those for which, in the context of this study, adjustment is expected to
lead to a clinically important change in the estimated effect of the intervention.

(i) Co-interventions listed in the review protocol
Co-intervention

Is there evidence that controlling
for this co-intervention was
unnecessary (e.g. because it was
not administered)?

Is presence of this cointervention likely to favour
outcomes in the experimental
intervention or the comparator
Favour experimental / Favour
comparator / No information
Favour experimental / Favour
comparator / No information
Favour experimental / Favour
comparator / No information
Favour experimental / Favour
comparator / No information

(ii) Additional co-interventions relevant to the setting of this particular study, or which the
study authors identified as important
Co-intervention

Is there evidence that controlling
for this co-intervention was
unnecessary (e.g. because it was
not administered)?

Is presence of this cointervention likely to favour
outcomes in the experimental
intervention or the comparator
Favour experimental / Favour
comparator / No information
Favour experimental / Favour
comparator / No information
Favour experimental / Favour
comparator / No information
Favour experimental / Favour
comparator / No information
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Risk of bias assessment
Responses underlined in green are potential markers for low risk of bias, and responses in red are
potential markers for a risk of bias. Where questions relate only to sign posts to other questions, no
formatting is used.
Signalling questions
Description
Response
options
Bias due to confounding
1.1 Is there potential for confounding of the effect of
Y / PY / PN / N
intervention in this study?
If N/PN to 1.1: the study can be considered to be at low risk of
bias due to confounding and no further signalling questions need
be considered
If Y/PY to 1.1: determine whether there is a need to assess timevarying confounding:
1.2. Was the analysis based on splitting participants’ follow
NA / Y / PY /
up time according to intervention received?
PN / N / NI
If N/PN, answer questions relating to baseline
confounding (1.4 to 1.6)
If Y/PY, go to question 1.3.
1.3. Were intervention discontinuations or switches likely to
NA / Y / PY /
be related to factors that are prognostic for the outcome?
PN / N / NI
If N/PN, answer questions relating to baseline
confounding (1.4 to 1.6)
If Y/PY, answer questions relating to both baseline and
time-varying confounding (1.7 and 1.8)
Questions relating to baseline confounding only
1.4. Did the authors use an appropriate analysis method that
controlled for all the important confounding domains?
1.5. If Y/PY to 1.4: Were confounding domains that were
controlled for measured validly and reliably by the
variables available in this study?
1.6. Did the authors control for any post-intervention
variables that could have been affected by the intervention?
Questions relating to baseline and time-varying confounding
1.7. Did the authors use an appropriate analysis method that
controlled for all the important confounding domains and
for time-varying confounding?
1.8. If Y/PY to 1.7: Were confounding domains that were
controlled for measured validly and reliably by the
variables available in this study?
Risk of bias judgement
Optional: What is the predicted direction of bias due to
confounding?

NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI
NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI

NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI

NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI

NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Low / Moderate / Serious /
Critical / NI
Favours experimental /
Favours comparator /
Unpredictable
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Bias in selection of participants into the study
2.1. Was selection of participants into the study (or into
the analysis) based on participant characteristics
observed after the start of intervention?
If N/PN to 2.1: go to 2.4
2.2. If Y/PY to 2.1: Were the post-intervention
variables that influenced selection likely to be
associated with intervention?
2.3 If Y/PY to 2.2: Were the post-intervention
variables that influenced selection likely to be
influenced by the outcome or a cause of the
outcome?
2.4. Do start of follow-up and start of intervention
coincide for most participants?
2.5. If Y/PY to 2.2 and 2.3, or N/PN to 2.4: Were
adjustment techniques used that are likely to correct for
the presence of selection biases?
Risk of bias judgement
Optional: What is the predicted direction of bias due to
selection of participants into the study?

Bias in classification of interventions
3.1 Were intervention groups clearly defined?
3.2 Was the information used to define
intervention groups recorded at the start of the
intervention?
3.3 Could classification of intervention status have
been affected by knowledge of the outcome or risk
of the outcome?
Risk of bias judgement
Optional: What is the predicted direction of bias
due to classification of interventions?

Y / PY / PN / N / NI

NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI

NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Y / PY / PN / N / NI
NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Low / Moderate / Serious / Critical /
NI
Favours experimental / Favours
comparator / Towards null /Away
from null / Unpredictable

Y / PY / PN / N / NI
Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Low / Moderate / Serious / Critical / NI
Favours experimental / Favours
comparator / Towards null /Away from
null / Unpredictable
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Bias due to deviations from intended interventions
If your aim for this study is to assess the effect of assignment to
intervention, answer questions 4.1 and 4.2
4.1. Were there deviations from the intended intervention beyond what would
be expected in usual practice?
4.2. If Y/PY to 4.1: Were these deviations from intended intervention
unbalanced between groups and likely to have affected the outcome?
If your aim for this study is to assess the effect of starting and adhering to
intervention, answer questions 4.3 to 4.6
4.3. Were important co-interventions balanced across intervention groups?
4.4. Was the intervention implemented successfully for most participants?
4.5. Did study participants adhere to the assigned intervention regimen?
4.6. If N/PN to 4.3, 4.4 or 4.5: Was an appropriate analysis used to estimate
the effect of starting and adhering to the intervention?
Risk of bias judgement
Optional: What is the predicted direction of bias due to deviations from the
intended interventions?
Bias due to missing data
5.1 Were outcome data available for all, or nearly all,
participants?
5.2 Were participants excluded due to missing data
on intervention status?
5.3 Were participants excluded due to missing data
on other variables needed for the analysis?
5.4 If PN/N to 5.1, or Y/PY to 5.2 or 5.3: Are the
proportion of participants and reasons for missing
data similar across interventions?
5.5 If PN/N to 5.1, or Y/PY to 5.2 or 5.3: Is there
evidence that results were robust to the presence of
missing data?
Risk of bias judgement
Optional: What is the predicted direction of bias due
to missing data?

Y / PY / PN /
N / NI
NA / Y / PY /
PN / N / NI

Y / PY / PN /
N / NI
Y / PY / PN /
N / NI
Y / PY / PN /
N / NI
NA / Y / PY /
PN / N / NI

Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Y / PY / PN / N / NI
Y / PY / PN / N / NI
NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI

NA / Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Low / Moderate / Serious / Critical / NI
Favours experimental / Favours
comparator / Towards null /Away from
null / Unpredictable
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Bias in measurement of outcomes
6.1 Could the outcome measure have been
influenced by knowledge of the intervention
received?
6.2 Were outcome assessors aware of the
intervention received by study participants?
6.3 Were the methods of outcome assessment
comparable across intervention groups?
6.4 Were any systematic errors in measurement
of the outcome related to intervention
received?
Risk of bias judgement
Optional: What is the predicted direction of
bias due to measurement of outcomes?

Bias in selection of the reported result
Is the reported effect estimate likely to be
selected, on the basis of the results, from...
7.1. ... multiple outcome measurements
within the outcome domain?
7.2 ... multiple analyses of the interventionoutcome relationship?
7.3 ... different subgroups?
Risk of bias judgement
Optional: What is the predicted direction of
bias due to selection of the reported result?

Overall bias
Risk of bias judgement
Optional: What is the overall predicted
direction of bias for this outcome?

Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Y / PY / PN / N / NI
Y / PY / PN / N / NI
Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Low / Moderate / Serious / Critical / NI
Favours experimental / Favours comparator /
Towards null /Away from null /
Unpredictable

Y / PY / PN / N / NI
Y / PY / PN / N / NI
Y / PY / PN / N / NI
Low / Moderate / Serious / Critical / NI
Favours experimental / Favours comparator /
Towards null /Away from null / Unpredictable

Low / Moderate / Serious / Critical / NI
Favours experimental / Favours comparator /
Towards null /Away from null / Unpredictable

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0
International License.
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The RoB 2.0 tool (individually randomized, parallel group trials)
Assessor name/initials
Study ID and/or reference(s)
Study design
 Randomized parallel group trial
 Cluster-randomized trial
 Randomized cross-over or other matched design
Specify which outcome is being assessed for risk
of bias
Specify the numerical result being assessed. In
case of multiple alternative analyses being presented,
specify the numeric result (e.g. RR = 1.52 (95% CI
0.83 to 2.77) and/or a reference (e.g. to a table, figure
or paragraph) that uniquely defines the result being
assessed.
Is your aim for this study…?
 to assess the effect of assignment to intervention
 to assess the effect of starting and adhering to intervention
Which of the following sources have you obtained to help inform your risk of bias judgements
(tick as many as apply)?

Journal article(s) with results of the trial

Trial protocol

Statistical analysis plan (SAP)

Non-commercial trial registry record (e.g. ClinicalTrials.gov record)

Company-owned trial registry record (e.g. GSK Clinical Study Register record)

“Grey literature” (e.g. unpublished thesis)

Conference abstract(s) about the trial

Regulatory document (e.g. Clinical Study Report, Drug Approval Package)

Research ethics application

Grant database summary (e.g. NIH RePORTER, Research Councils UK Gateway to
Research)

Personal communication with trialist

Personal communication with the sponsor
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Domain

Signalling questions

Response options

Description/Support
for judgement

Bias arising from 1.1 Was the allocation
Y / PY / PN / N / NI
the
sequence random?
randomization
1.2 Was the allocation
Y / PY / PN / N / NI
process
sequence concealed until
participants were
recruited and assigned to
interventions?
1.3 Were there baseline
Y / PY / PN / N / NI
imbalances that suggest a
problem with the
randomization process?

Bias due to
deviations from
intended
interventions

Risk of bias judgement

Low / High / Some
concerns

Optional: What is the
predicted direction of
bias arising from the
randomization process?

Favours
experimental /
Favours comparator
/ Towards null
/Away from null /
Unpredictable

2.1. Were participants
aware of their assigned
intervention during the
trial?

Y / PY / PN / N / NI

2.2. Were carers and trial Y / PY / PN / N / NI
personnel aware of
participants' assigned
intervention during the
trial?
2.3. If Y/PY/NI to 2.1 or
2.2: Were important cointerventions balanced
across intervention
groups?

NA / Y / PY / PN /
N / NI

2.4. Was the intervention Y / PY / PN / N / NI
implemented
successfully?
2.5. Did study
Y / PY / PN / N / NI
participants adhere to the
assigned intervention
regimen?
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Domain

Bias due to
missing outcome
data

Bias in
measurement of
the outcome

Signalling questions

Response options

2.6. If N/PN/NI to 2.3,
2.4 or 2.5: Was an
appropriate analysis used
to estimate the effect of
starting and adhering to
the intervention?

NA / Y / PY / PN /
N / NI

Risk of bias judgement

Low / High / Some
concerns

Optional: What is the
predicted direction of
bias due to deviations
from intended
interventions?

Favours
experimental /
Favours comparator
/ Towards null
/Away from null /
Unpredictable

3.1 Were outcome data
available for all, or
nearly all, participants
randomized?

Y / PY / PN / N / NI

3.2 If N/PN/NI to 3.1:
Are the proportions of
missing outcome data
and reasons for missing
outcome data similar
across intervention
groups?

NA / Y / PY / PN /
N / NI

3.3 If N/PN/NI to 3.1: Is
there evidence that
results were robust to the
presence of missing
outcome data?

NA / Y / PY / PN /
N / NI

Risk of bias judgement

Low / High / Some
concerns

Optional: What is the
predicted direction of
bias due to missing
outcome data?

Favours
experimental /
Favours comparator
/ Towards null
/Away from null /
Unpredictable

4.1 Were outcome assessors
aware of the intervention
received by study
participants?

Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Description/Support
for judgement
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Domain

Bias in selection
of the reported
result

Overall bias

Signalling questions

Response options

4.2 If Y/PY/NI to 4.1: Was
the assessment of the
outcome likely to be
influenced by knowledge of
intervention received?

NA / Y / PY / PN /
N / NI

Risk of bias judgement

Low / High / Some
concerns

Optional: What is the
predicted direction of
bias due to measurement
of the outcome?

Favours
experimental /
Favours comparator
/ Towards null
/Away from null /
Unpredictable

Description/Support
for judgement

Are the reported outcome
data likely to have been
selected, on the basis of the
results, from...
5.1. ... multiple outcome
measurements (e.g. scales,
definitions, time points)
within the outcome
domain?

Y / PY / PN / N / NI

5.2 ... multiple analyses of
the data?

Y / PY / PN / N / NI

Risk of bias judgement

Low / High / Some
concerns

Optional: What is the
predicted direction of
bias due to selection of
the reported result?

Favours
experimental /
Favours comparator
/ Towards null
/Away from null /
Unpredictable

Risk of bias judgement

Low / High / Some
concerns

Optional:
What is the overall
predicted direction of
bias for this outcome?

Favours
experimental /
Favours comparator
/ Towards null
/Away from null /
Unpredictable
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RESULT SEARCH: PRISMA FLOWCHART

Identification

PRISMA Flow Diagram – dietary patterns/indices and foods from
the main food groups and mortality/cancer recurrence amongst
different groups of cancer survivors

Records identified through
database searching:
Bladder cancer n= 317
Breast cancer n= 2044
Cervical cancer n= 123
Colorectal cancer n= 1157
(Non-)Hodgkin lymphoma n= 245
Kidney cancer n= 134
Larynx cancer n= 94
Malignant melanoma n= 103
Multiple myeloma n= 161
Prostate cancer n= 902
Testicular cancer n= 35
Uterus cancer n= 145

Additional records identified
through other sources:
(n= 8)

Eligibility

Records screened
(n= 2883)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n= 95)

Included

Screening

Records after duplicates removed
(n= 2883)

Studies included in
qualitative synthesis
(n= 38)

Records excluded:
on title and abstract (n= 2788)

Full-text articles excluded:
- other outcome than
mortality or recurrence
(n= 28)
- other exposure than
dietary patterns/indices
or our selected food
items (n= 11)
- Not only cancer survivors
(n= 10)
- Excluded because of our
own exclusion criteria
(sample size, follow-up
length) (n= 8)
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